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'The
Growing
Di~unction'

revisited
W hile exploring the gap between legal
education and law practice, Judge Harry T.
Edwards clearly hit a nerve.
His October 1992 Michigan Law Review
article, "The Growing Disjunction Between
Legal Education and the Legal Profession,"
drew an impassioned response from both
practitioners and academics.
His thesis was this: Law schools and law
firms are moving in opposite directions. Many
law schools, especially the so-called "elite"
ones, now emphasize abstract theory at the
expense of practical courses and doctrinal
scholarship. Faculties are filled with
"impractical" scholars who are disdainful of the
practice of law. As havens for nontraditional
"law and" scholars who write about law from
the perspective of other disciplines, law schools
are at risk of becoming glorified graduate
schools. They no longer produce scholarship
that judges, legislators and practitioners can
use, argued Edwards, J.D. '65, circuit judge of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.
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At the same time, many law firms have
also abandoned their place. Rather than
ensuring that associates and partners
practice law in an ethical manner, some
firms are pursuing profit above all else.
"While the schools are moving toward
pure theory, the firms are moving toward
pure commerce, and the middle ground
- ethical practice - has been deserted
by both," Edwards wrote.
The response to this charge, Edwards
reported, has been nothing short of
extraordinary. He was flooded with
letters from practice and academia, and
much of the mail agreed with his views.
"The responses were beyond bitter.
People are very, very angry with what's
going on," he said. In defense of law
schools, legal academics, including four
from the U-M Law School, filled a
symposium issue of The Michigan Law
Review (August 1993) with articles that
acknowledged some of Edwards' points

• Schools refuse to do any real cost/
benefit analysis on what's useful in
education, preferring instead to teach
what interests the faculty.
• Too many law teachers hold practicing
lawyers and judges in disdain and
communicate that attitude to students.

while politely taking exception with
others. (See story, p.34.)
The debate is still flourishing a year
after "The Growing Disjunction" hit
print, so Dean Lee Bollinger invited
Edwards and alumni from practice, legal
education and the bench to continue the
discussion at the Committee of Visitors
weekend in October.
The event gave Edwards a chance to
correct misinterpretations of his article.
"I never said law students should learn
only doctrine. I never said professors
should write only doctrine. I never said
all theoretical scholarship is bad, and I
never said professors shouldn't criticize
the profession," he said.
"I am not against theory or theoretical
work. In my view, the ideal law school
includes a healthy balance of practical
and theoretical teaching and scholarship.
Indeed, even in courses geared toward
doctrinal literacy, one cannot teach or
learn without a theoretical construct.
"And I am not against interdisciplinary
scholarship, but I believe that interdisciplinary work should enrich, not displace,
an emphasis on the law."

In the attempt to broaden the scope of
their curriculum, law schools "have made
many changes for good in recent years,
but I'm not sure that these changes have
made legal education more openminded," Edwards said. Topping the list
of problems he sees in law schools were
these:
• Faculty hiring is tilting toward
candidates with academic credentials
in fields like philosophy, sociology
or literature and away from those
who have a serious interest in legal
practice.
• Advanced courses in many important
practice areas are no longer offered;
they've been crowded off schedules by
nontraditional interdisciplinary
courses.
• There is too little attention given to
written work, clinical training and
ethics.
• Some academics show no sense of
obligation to write for the profession.

Perhaps the last was the most upsetting for Edwards and other practicing
lawyers on the Visiting Committee. Said
Edwards, "In my education, I was taught
by people who loved the law and thought
the law had possibilities. I don't hear
that now."
Williamjentes,].D. '56, respectfully
disagreed with Edwards "on almost every
point." He remarked that Edwards'
dismay sounded like nostalgia for
"golden days that loomed larger in fond
memory than reality." Saidjentes, "It's
easy to say how wonderful it was in my
day, but decry that law schools have now
gone to heck and are not turning out
ethical, practical lawyers," he noted.
However, injentes' experience as a
Chicago attorney and a professor at both
the Michigan and Chicago law schools,
that's not true. 'The students and young
lawyers I meet are extraordinarily well
educated, well read in the law and
beyond, and extremely sophisticated," he
said. As for practicing lawyers, he noted,
"I reject the notion that all the people I
deal with are dishonest money-grubbers."
Jentes said he felt law schools were
doing a better, not worse, job of teaching
professional responsibility and ethics. He
also applauded recent inclusion of "law
and" other subjects into law courses. "If
anything is missing, it's the same thing
that was missing when I came to the Law
School - the sense of law as one of the
humanities and an important one. There
is no good trial lawyer, in my judgment,
who does not know Shakespeare, not just
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T he students and young lawyers
I meet are extraordinarily well
educated, well read in the law and
beyond, and extremely
sophisticated. As for practicing
lawyers, I reject the notion that
all the people I deal with are
dishonest money,grubbers.
-

WILLIAM }ENTES

I am not against theory or
theoretical work. In my view, the
ideal law school includes a healthy
balance of practical and theoretical
teaching and scholarship.
Indeed, even in courses geared
toward doctrinal literacy, one
cannot teach or learn without a
theoretical construct.
-
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to quote him but to help understand our
fellow humans." He told Bollinger,
"You're missing a first-year course
devoted to exploring the larger responsibilities of lawyers and their place in the
community. It's important and students
are hungering for it."
U-M Professor J.B. White, the L.Hart
Wright Professor of Law, also is a
professor of English and adjunct professor of classical studies. His scholarship
on law and literature reflects the balance
that Edwards seeks. White agreed with
much in the judge's essay. However, he
felt Edwards was wrong to cast theoretical and practical scholarship as polar
opposites. 'The whole of law school and

law practice argue that the two are not
mutually exclusive," he said. The real
split in legal scholarship is between
"work that manifests interest in, and
respect for, what lawyers and judges do,
and work that does not."
White said he feared that legal education is focusing too much on rules, tasks
to be performed and skills to be mastered. "I hate to encourage the view of
law as rules. There is a danger of collapsing all law into policy analysis. What's
missing is a sense of responsibility. We
should train students to think about law
while acting constantly out of a sense of
responsibility to clients."
Ellen Borgersen, JD. '76, now associate dean for academic affairs at Stanford
Law School, agreed with Edwards that
much theoretical scholarship is of poor
quality and little value. "I lament the
number of trees that have given their
lives in pursuit of tenure," she quipped.
But, she added, the same could be said of
legal doctrine. "I also lament the number
of pages of Federal Supplement and
Federal Reporter that faithfully reproduce
Rule 23 on class actions, but give no
adequate account of what courts are
doing in these cases. I've found a historical analysis of class actions is far more
illuminating, so that's what I teach my
students," she said.

She told visitors that newer fields of
scholarship such as critical legal studies
offer perspectives of social reality that
will enhance rather than detract from
students' sense of professional responsibility. "A central insight of critical theory
is that you cannot justify what you do
simply by saying 'the law' requires it,
because 'the law' is malleable and
indeterminate. There is no wizard behind
the curtain. What that means is that we
are all profoundly professionally responsible for what we do."
Bollinger also acknowledged that
looking back to the beginnings of the
theoretical scholarshi'p movement in the
1960s and '70s, much of the work was
weak. Still, he said, "If we look at legal
education from a longer, larger perspective, the inclusion of other fields has
enriched the study of law, and to be
impervious to these fields would hurt
law. I'm troubled by an insensitivity to
one of the changes in legal education that
I think is most admirable."
judge Ralph Guy, JD. '53, of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit,
said he wasn't too alarmed about the
emphasis on theory. 'Tm not concerned
about what else is taught besides nuts
and bolts; I'm concerned about the spin
put on it," he said. "If law schools are
teaching life, not teaching law, whose
version of life will they teach?"
Political spin also explains why
academics lost interest in the judiciary,
Guy said. He cited Bollinger's law review
essay, which called the judiciary a
"beleaguered institution" with rising
workloads, declining salaries, increasing
bureaucracy and little opportunity for
creative engagement. "I resemble that
remark," Guy joked, but more seriously,

he disagreed. "Disdain has nothing to do
with slipped salaries and a higher
workload. What's turned off academics is
who's been in the White House and
who's been appointing judges."
The increased workload is a symptom
of problems in the legal profession, Guy
said. "The judiciary needs law schools
badly. There is a lot of stuff in court that
has no business being there. Something's
wrong and we need your help figuring it
out."
No doubt Michigan and other law
schools across the country will continue
to figure out what might be wrong with
legal education. Borgersen summed it up
as a quest "not for what Harry Edwards
wants, but a cry for balance" between
practical and theoretical education.
Terrence Elkes, JD. '58, National Chair
of the Law School Campaign, reminded
the Committee of Visitors that it perennially worries about what's taught. "We've
always come to the consensus that the
able teaching of doctrine is important,
and we've recognized that here, that is
done quite well," he said.
Added another member of the audience, "Michigan does a great job of
teaching students to think like lawyers.
That's why I hire Michigan graduates.
Now you have lo figure out what to do
with the other two years of school."
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